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Abstract
In this paper, with taking advantage of electrical properties of a germanene
nanoribbon, we propose a germanene nanoribbon field effect transistor (GeNRFET). Here by tuning the width and geometry of the germanene nanoribbon in the
source, drain and channel regions, we investigate theoretically the transistor
characteristics, analog and digital performances of these several different GeNRFETs at room temperature. Our simulations are obtained using density functional
theory (DFT) combined with non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) method.
The simulation results show that for digital applications, by tuning the width of the
germanene nanoribbon a GeNR-FET with a finite band gap in the channel region
and small band gap in the source and drain regions shows a better Ion/Ioff ratio in
transfer characteristics. However, for the analog applications, if the band gap of the
channel region has small value and the band gap of the source and drain regions
have a finite value, the output characteristic shows a higher peak to valley (PVR)
ratio which is an important figure of merit in analog applications. Also from the
output characteristics, we find that the T-shape channel shows more desirable
(PVR) compared with other devices and it reaches to 17.28 in this case.
1. Introduction
Since the experimental fabrication of two-dimensional honeycomb structures of
carbon atoms named as Graphene [1-3] and due to its promising electronic and
mechanical properties, there has been a vast extent of experimental and theoretical

research on such 2D materials [4-6]. Among them, there are atomically thin
structures of Si and Ge which are called Silicene and Germanene, respectively [710]. As Graphene, These are also honeycomb structures with a Dirac-point
electronic band structure. Although planar Germanene is reported to be unstable
and metallic but the buckled structure is stable and behaves as a semi-metal [11].
In terms of transistor performance, a single layer of graphene or germanene has
zero bandgap which does not allow proper cut-off in the graphene and germanene
FETs. We can overcome this issue by confining such materials in one dimension
and making nanoribbons or nanotubes. Graphene nanoribbons show considerable
electronic properties such as the dependence of the electronic bandgap on the
width of the ribbon [12-13]. As the width of the ribbon increases in Graphene, the
electrical bandgap decreases [14]. A similar width dependence behavior has been
also investigated in Silicene and Germanene nanoribbons [15]. Electrical band gap
existence [16-17] and other properties such as high carrier mobility [18-19] and
high current density [20] of Graphene and Germanene makes them as excellent
candidates in transistor [21] and sensor applications [17]. By changing the width of
the nanoribbon and building a field effect transistor whose bandgap in the channel
is different from the source and drain regions, it will be possible to obtain a nonlinear effect such as negative differential resistance (NDR). This phenomenon is
interesting for designing high-speed analogue devices [22]. Although
investigations have been carried out on graphene nanoribbonsFETs [23-24], but no
study is yet performed to utilize germanene nanoribbons on this kind of field effect
transistors.
In this paper, we study the transistor performance of germanene nanoribbons with
different widths in the channel and leads by the combination of density functional
theory (DFT) and Non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) method. The output
and transfer characteristics of the proposed FETs are investigated and then
analyzed for both analog and digital applications.
2. Device structure and simulation procedure
The open-source ab initio package named TransSIESTA [25] based on density
functional method and non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) formalism is
used to obtain the electronic structure and current-voltage characteristics of
germanene nanoribbons (GeNRs) with different widths. Double-ζ plus polarization
(DZP) sets are employed as the linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO)
basis sets with Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) [26, 27]exchange-correlation

functional. Orbitals of Kohn-Sham are expanded up to 150Ry and a vacuum
thickness of 15Å and 25Å are applied in the x and y-directions to eliminate the
artificial nanoribbons. All atoms in the unit cell of the ribbon are relaxed until a
force convergence of 0.02eV/Å is achieved. A sampling of 1x1x11 and 1x1x101 kmesh are used to optimize the structures and obtain the accurate ground state
structures, respectively.
Fig. 1(a) shows the unit cell of an armchair GeNR with n=14 and ∆=0.65Å
buckling parameter which is used as leads of the proposed field-effect transistors
(FETs) which shows schematically in Fig. 1(b). In order to utilize bandgap
engineering of the channel, germanene nanoribbons with n=12 and 16 are used.
Hydrogen atoms are attached to the ribbon edges of the GeNRs to saturate the
dangling bonds.
(a)

(b)

Fig 1. (a) The unit cell of germanene nanoribbon with hydrogen passivation. (b) Schematic
sketch of the considered field effect transistor.

Investigation of electron transport through the device is performed by selfconsistent calculation of DFT and NEGF.

Fig 2. Configurations of channel; thin (a), thick (b) and T (c). The pink square behind
the structures is metal gate.

We consider a 10 nm GeNR as the channel of the proposed devices. Fig. 2 shows
the gated proposed GeNR-FETs with different channel widths. We consider three
different configurations for the channel of the FETs which are named thin (n=12),
thick (n=16) and T-shape (n=16) structures. Landauer-Buttiker formula [28] with
self-consistent approach is employed to calculate electron transport through the
channel of the devices, (Eq. 1):
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Where T (E, Vg, Vbias), Vg, Vbias, fL/Rand µL/µR are the transmission probability,
gate voltage, Drain-Sourcebias voltage, Fermi-Dirac distribution function for the
left (L)/right (R) electrode and the electrochemical potential of the L/R electrodes,
respectively.
3. Results and discussion
In this section, we analyze the obtained results from two point of views: analog and
digital applications. Hence, we present the transfer characteristics and output
characteristics of the simulated devices at room temperature and we investigate
three different figures of merit includingIon/Ioff ratio,negative differential
conductance and peak-to-valley (PVR) ratio.
3.1. Transfer characteristics
In this subsection, we investigate and compare the transfer characteristics of three
simulated devices atthe ballistic regime. In all devices, we consider a germanene
nanoribbon as source and drain leads where both have the same width with N= 14
germanium atoms. While the channel region includes a germanene nanoribbon
with N=12 and 16 germanium atoms as depicted in Fig. 2. In the case of the
channel with N=16 atoms, we consider two configurations; T-shape and wide
(symmetric) channels.
Fig. 3 illustrates the current through the channel as a functionof the gate voltagefor
all three simulated Ge-NRFETs with thin, wide and T-shape channels.The figure
shows that each current curve displays a minimum value at almost the same value
of the gate voltage i.e. Vg ~ 0.1 V.Moreover, it reflects two points about the ONand OFF- current for all three devices. As can be seen, the maximum value of the
currenthas not changed significantly,while the minimum current decreases by

changing the width and shape of the channel region from T-shape to thick and then
thin cases.

Fig 3. The current as a function of the gate voltage for
all three simulation Ge-NRFETs.

As ref. [15] demonstrates, the relationship between the band gap and width of an
armchair Ge-nanoribbon can be classified in three categories: N=3m, N=3m+1 and
N=3m+2;where N denotes the number of germanium atoms and m is an integer.
Thus, N=3m+2 has the least band gap. Fig. 4, shows the band gap of three
germanene nanoribbons with different widths of N=12, 14, 16. In our simulations
and in all three devices, the source and drain leads are selected as armchair Genanoribbon with the same width (N=14) which follows the N =3m+2 category. For
the channel, we consideredthree cases: N=12 (thin channel) which falls inthe
N=3m category and N=16 which corresponds to the N=3m+1 category. The
channel with N=16 is considered in two situations; the T-shape and the wide
(symmetric) shape.

Fig 4.The band gap of three germanene nano ribbon with different width
N=12, 14, 16.

With this engineering on the width of the armchair Ge-nanoribbon in the source,
drain and channel regions of the GeNR-FET, we see that the ON- current in
transfer characteristics are almost the same for three devices. This issue is justified
by the fact that the ON- current more depends onthe band gap in the source and
drain regions and less affected by the channel states. So, it is suitable that the width
of these regions selected from the N=3m+2 category with negligible band gap. On
the other hand, by selecting the germanene nanoribbon with wider band gap for the
channel region, we see that a dip appears near the Dirac point in all three devices
which display that the band gap in the channel region has a key role in creating the
dip in transfer characteristics. As the thin channel case (N=12) curve shows, the
larger band gap in the channel region leads to lower OFF- current and improved
Ion/Ioff ratio.
Also, from transfer characteristics, we see that in the T-shape channel and the wide
channel cases the width and the band gap of the ribbon in the channel region are
same, but the minimum current in T-shape channel case is higher than the wide
channel case. This feature originates from the difference in the position of the
germanium atoms in the edge of the interface between the channel and
source/drain regions in two structures. In Fig. 5, we see that in the T-shape channel
case as presented in the figure, some edge of the germanium atoms have two bonds

with neighbor atoms and therefore each of these atoms have two free electrons
while in the wide channel case, fewer atoms have this situation.This results that the
T-shape channel case has more free electrons in the channel region and this
electrons in turn increase the conductivity and thus decrease the minimum current
in T-shape channel.
(a)

(b)

Fig 5. (a) The T-shape and (b) the wide channel interface with drain region.

To better understand of this issue in Fig .6, we plot the pathway of the electrons in
(a) T- shape channel case and (b) the wide channel case GeNR-FET.

(a)

(b)

Fig 6. The pathway of the electrons in (a) T- shape channel case and (b) the wide
channel case GeNR-FET.

In this plot, the brightness shows the electron density in this two structures. We see
clearly that the density of carriers and the conductivity in corners of the channel in
the T-shape channel case is much more than the wide channel case.

From results and due to the higher Ion/Ioff ratio, it is concluded that the case of thin
channel geometry is more appropriate for digital applications.
3.2. Output characteristics
Now we investigate the output characteristics of the simulated devices.This time
due to the study of the analog application in all three devices, we consider
anarmchairgermanene nanoribbon with width of N= 16 atoms which corresponds
to N=3m+1 category forthe source and drain leads. In the T-shape channel and
wide channel, we consider anarmchairgermanene nanoribbon with the width of
N=20 from the N=3m+2 category with small band gap and in the thin channel, the
number of germanium atoms in the width of the ribbon is chosen as N=12 which
fall in N=3m category. In Fig. 7, we plot the current as a function of the bias
voltage for all three simulated devices. The gate voltage is chosenVg= 0.3V andthe
results are obtained instandard room temperature.

Fig 7. The current density as a function of the bias voltage for all
three simulated devices.

As shown in Fig.7, for all three devices, firstly by increasing the bias voltage there
is no current through the devices. By further increase of the bias voltage the current
shows a small peak and immediately the current decreases and then increases
rapidly which show clearly a negative differential conductance (NDC) at the
almost same bias value for all three devices.

The origin of the output characteristics behavior can be understood as follow.At
zero bias voltage, the Dirac point of thebandstructure of the source and drain
regions are aligned while due to the topgate voltage, the Dirac point of the channel
region is situated higher. However, due tothe buckled structure of armchair
germanene nanoribbon,there is an intrinsicband gap around the Dirac point.
Therefore, by increasing the drain voltage from zero to0.07 V,the Fermi level lies
in band gap region and there is no current flows for all three cases. By further
increase of the bias voltage, after overtaking the band gap region an energy
window will openand the channel and drain bands move downward. Therebythe
Fermi energy lies in aregion near the top of the valence band with the lower
density ofstates and thus a small peak appears and then with fall of the Fermi level
in the channel band gap, the current instantly decreases. Further increase of the
bias voltage causes the Fermi level to lie in the conduction band of the channel
regionand thus, the current will rapidly be increased and a great peak appears. But,
as can be seen from Fig.7, the peak current of the T-shape channel is larger than
two other cases.

Fig8.The transmission spectrum for all three device at Vds= 0.4V and Vg= 0.3V.

To understand the reasons for this behavior we analyze the transmission spectrum
of all three devices at the bias voltage which the peak appeared in output
characteristics diagram. Fig. 8, shows the transmission spectrum for all three
devices at Vds= 0.4V and Vg= 0.3V. As can be seen from the figure, the
transmission value which corresponds to chiral tunneling around the Fermi level
(E=0), shows higher value for T-shape channel case compared with two other
cases. It comes from the transition states in the channel region for the T-shape
channel which is wider than the other ones and thus leads to greater transmission in
chiral tunneling regime. By comparison between the wide and the thin channels,
results show that by selecting the nanoribbon with finite bandgap in the source and
drain regions andsmallbandgap in the channel region, we should be ableto strongly
enhance the peak to valley ratio (PVR) from 2.94 in the thin channel case to 6.43
in the wide channel case. However, when comparing the output characteristic of
the T-shape channel and the wide channel cases,it is clear that by engineering of
the shape of the channel region, the transmission spectra improves. It can be
possible to reach a larger peak to valley (PVR) ratio up to 17.28 in T-shape
channel case. Higher PVR is desirable for analog applications.
Conclusion
In summary, in this paper, we simulated a field effect transistor based on
germanene nanoribbon and using the advantage of engineering the nanoribbon
width in the source, drain and channel regions.We investigate the effect of the
width and geometry of the ribbon on transistor performance. The transfer
characteristic results showed that the GeNR-FET from the N=3m and N=3m+1
categories with a finite band gap in the channel region and from the N=3m+2
category in the source/drain with a small band gap shows better Ion/Ioff ratio rather
than two other cases.However, the output characteristic revealed that the GeNRFET with the finite band gap in the source/drain regions and small band gap in the
channel region shows better operation in PVR. Also, we find the PVR for the Tshape channel case reaches to 17.28. Our research showed that a better
operationcan be achieved in eitheranalog or digital applications by tuning the width
and geometry of the germanenenanoribbon in each regions of the GeNRFET.
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